Nextiva Financial

Vid-Center

For Unified Enterprise DVR Viewing
Nextiva™ Financial Vid-Center™ is a unified enterprise DVR interface that provides banking organizations
with a more complete view of their operations and an effective and time-saving approach to security and
performance.

Video Viewing Simplified
With Vid-Center, security, operations, and other managers can easily scan the
most pertinent activities in branches, ATM centers, and other banking facilities.
They can view multiple scenes in a single location or any number of branches
and physical DVRs, all on a single screen. And they can do all this without
having to connect and disconnect from one DVR to the next, over and over
again, and without having to visit individual sites.
Compatible with the Nextiva NetDVR™, NetDVR II, microDVR™, and
microDVR II solutions, Vid-Center features an intuitive user interface that displays
up to 16 independent camera views on a single screen. This versatile video
viewing software essentially eradicates the restrictions of conventional video
viewing products and makes CCTV systems more effective and user friendly.

User-Defined Zone Views, Virtual DVRs, and Guard Tours
Vid-Center is designed to help managers and executives better address their
unique operational objectives. Each authorized user can create virtual DVRs
from any number of physical DVRs as though they were one device, and they
can establish zone views for up to 16 cameras for viewing or playback.

Key Features
• View video from multiple DVRs
and locations
• Intuitive, user-configurable
interface, with up to 16 camera
views per screen
• User-defined virtual DVRs, DVR
groups, zone views, and guard
tours
• Locate and view video by
related data or zone
• Optional license for multi-site
connectivity to remote Verint
DVRs
• Compatible with Nextiva
NetDVR/NetDVR II and
microDVR/microDVR II

Users can also define automatic or manually-operated guard tours tailored to specific
locations and operations — bank openings and closings, busy lunch hours, and so on.
Plus, they can define and save all of these popular functions quickly and easily with the
intuitive Vid-Center user interface. This can significantly reduce administrative overhead
and provide executives with a first-hand view of bank activity, whether they are on site or
hundreds of miles away.

Industry-Leading Data Interfaces for Faster, More Productive Investigations
Integration with ATM, teller, and other banking systems expedites investigations by
enabling fraud and security investigators to rapidly locate video by incident–related
data, such as transaction number, by user-defined zone views, or by data in the
Vid-Center system, status, and event logs — regardless of the number of locations in
which the activity occurred and the number of cameras and physical DVRs involved.

Superior Usability and Manageability
Vid-Center features powerful management capabilities that enhance ease of use and image
accessibility. Authorized users can build a database of Verint DVRs for operation and control.
Using the Vid-Center control interface, they can name DVRs and program functions for remote
connection. They can assign multiple DVRs to groups for more efficient management, a feature
that is especially significant when there are hundreds of remote site DVRs to manage. And
they can build virtual DVRs to display a more unified and meaningful view of all deployed
systems.

Only Nextiva Financial Vid-Center offers all this ...
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ZONES

GUARD TOURS

Select popular camera views

Select standard or guard view

Save as a zone for efficient operation

Build tours in Guard Tour Manager

Add additional zones as needed

Automated zone tour function

Multi-site license option

Multi-site license option
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Nextiva Financial: A Comprehensive Video Portfolio for the Banking Industry
Vid-Center is part of Nextiva Financial, a comprehensive video management portfolio
designed specifically for the banking industry. Built on Verint expertise from thousands of
successful deployments, this integrated video portfolio features powerful, embedded DVRs,
versatile enterprise video management and viewing applications, and industry-leading, IPbased data interfaces. Nextiva Financial provides executives and managers with the video
and data they need for safer, more efficient operations.
Plus, Nextiva Financial is from Verint, the leader in networked video solutions worldwide.

